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The Global
Spread of
Novel
Coronavirus

Unfolding
over
months,
the
epidemiological factors of COVID-19
have created an imminent need for
reformation of the global economic
order. The unprecedented reality has
already hit the global growth in 2020
declining to between –1.5 percent and
0.5%.
Since the World Health Organization
(WHO) stated a global public health
emergency on 30 January 2020, the
leaders across public, private & social
sectors are outlining the emergent
implications on business, economy and
employment.

Socio-economy impact of the pandemic
Potential Global Recession

67%

Financial impact on operations, liquidity and capital

60%

The effects on workforce/reduction in productivity

44%

Decrease in consumer confidence

38%

Supply chain issues

35%

Difficulties with funding

16%

Lack of enough information to make good decisions
Lack of a comprehensive emergency management plan
Impacts on tax, trade or immigration
Cybersecurity, privacy, or fraud risks

Other

13%

6%
6%
6%
3%

Source: PwC COVID-10 Multi-territory CFO Pulse Survey, March 25, 2020

213

Countries &
territories

> 2.1m

Confirmed
cases

> 128k
Deaths

6.0%

Case
fatality rate
As of April 15, 2020
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Unlock Crisis Management through

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
As we are navigating through uncertain times, the COVID19 wave has raised a critical question on our readiness to
combat the crises of different dimensions, causes and
scope.
Organizations with 5,000
and more employees
are most likely to
experience crises related
specifically to
cybercrime (26%),
natural disaster (22%),
leadership (17%) or
ethical misconduct
(16%), including fraud,
corruption and corporate
malfeasance.
-Source: Global Crisis Survey, PwC

We see that focus of C-level Executives has
started shifting from
reacting to crisis
towards potential ways to emerge stronger
across three extents:
• Adopting new practical ways of
working
• Ensuring business continuity and
stable operations
• Applying learning from the crisis
response and set up new digital
transformation goals for being more
resilient

inMorphis presents a structured crisis management
approach with 7 focus areas as detailed in the next
sections, to help generating imperative insights and make
immediate and strategic decisions during this very
uncertain time.
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1.

Workforce Care & Collaboration

Organization
level assurance:
To ensure
phycological
safety and
physical
wellbeing of its
workforce

Contingency
plans:
HR, travel, IT,
L&D, finance,
health, delivery,
sales, services
and frequent
communications

Digitalization:
HR core
processes,
collaboration,
user & access
management,
and security
using right tools

PEOPLE

PROCESS

TOOLS

Accurate
information, BIA
insights to key
stakeholders,
customers,
workforce &
business partners

IDENTIFY

Crisis Response
Team* with
champions
across
departments &
external advisor
if needed

2.

BUILD

Testing exercises
to ensure
effectiveness of
BCP strategy in
adverse
scenarios

SET UP

Existing crisis and
continuity plans if
capable enough
to handle
pandemic
outbreaks

COMMUNICATE

RUN

REVISIT

6-Step Crisis Management Strategy

Critical
vulnerabilities with
Business Impact
Analysis & what-if
scenario planning
Action plan across
disrupting areas:
supply chain,
workforce,
technology, legal,
finance and cash
flows

Executives
*Crisis Response Team

HR

Finance

Legal

Facilities

IT

Sales

LOBs

Supply
Chain

Security

External
Liaisons

Infra
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3.

Digitalized Customer Experience

• Continued Operations: Proactive communication and
reassurance through designated customer success
managers
• Digital self-service channels: Self-service applications to
handle customer requests with automated workflows and
technology aids like IVR and chatbots
• Quick Enablement of customer support teams with agent
workspace across multiple sites and minimal infrastructure
• Analysis of real-time change in customer preferences and
business models

Operational Resiliency within IT systems
•

•

•
•

4.

Infrastructure Operations:
• Identify potential points of failure in business
applications across criticality tiers
• Set business service availability and continuity target
objectives of supporting configuration items
• Infrastructure automation
Category
Function
Availability %
• Provisioning
Network, AD,
Critical
• Network configuration
OS, servers
• Cloud operations
Email,
Mission
customer
Critical
• Event management
facing
• Alert remediation
Less critical
Business
Application deployment:
impact on
Critical
revenue
• Accelerated DevOps cycle
• Integrated CI/CD toolchain Important Administrative
• Quicker time to market
Training, low
Deferrable
impact
• Quick prototypes
• High quality minimum viable releases
IT security operations: Security incident Response,
Vulnerability response & threat intelligence
Pinpoint contingencies in critical areas and include
backup plans for transportation, communications, supply,
and cash flow

RPO

RTO
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5.

Supply Chain: Safeguarding Future
•

•

•

•

Customer Behaviour
modelling:
• Change in demands
• Immediate and long
term forecasts
Vendor Risk Analysis:
• Visibility into critical
offering components,
risk index of multi-tier
suppliers
• Diversification of
sources and routes
Inventory check: Critical
Examination of available
stocks and logistics in
value chain to keep
production running and
forecast stockout times
Stress testing to identify
vulnerabilities within:
Product
Portfolio

Demand &
Supply

6.

Financial
flexibility

“

The National Association
of Software & Service
Companies (NASSCOM)
reported that almost
50% of all Fortune 500
companies choose to
outsource software
development to India

• Proven offshore delivery
centers: Set up next-gen
global business model with
digital and remote delivery
• Business continuity: IT
offshoring with GICs and
outsourcing partners in
alternate locations
• Scalable & secure
framework to meet high
demands
• Operational readiness:
Independent units to
handle all functions from HR
to service delivery
• Cost Effectiveness: Ready
to operate on lesser cost
per man-day
• Quick start with superior
talents: Bring in ready to
deploy expertise without
spending on hiring and
training

”

High performance offshoring strategy
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Finance and Liquidity

•

•

•
•

7.

Worst case scenario modelling:
Determine the impact on
• P&L
• Balance sheets
• Cash flows
• Accounting closures
Revenue forecasts:
• Sales & production
• Unexpected expenses
• Foreign exchange implications
Immediate cash opportunities:
overdues, payments and billing runs in
value chain
Corporate Insurance:
• Business interruption insurance
• Payouts
• Government policies
• Banking directives to support cash
flow & lost revenue
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Driving Digital Transformation
faster with ServiceNow
The pandemic is a potential opportunity for companies to adopt a new level of
digital transformation and integrate technology to every business function
solving complex problems for businesses and communities.
Below is a transformation journey snapshot to adopt new digital solutions for
every focus area, create a Future-ready enterprise and make lives easier.
Organizations may leverage ServiceNow Cloud platform to accelerate digital
transformation and realize potential business benefits with out-of-the-box
applications.

DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS

SERVICENOW
APPLICATIONS

• HR Self service
• Onboarding & transitions
• Rapid workflow
development

• Self-service
applications
• Service Management
• HR Service Delivery

FOCUS AREAS
Workforce
Care &
Collaboration

VALUE
REALIZATION
Employee
NPS
Risk
Exposure

6-Step Crisis
Management
Strategy

• Business continuity
• Emergency outreach
• Emergency response

• Integrated Risk
Management
• IT Service Management

Digital Delivery
to empower
customers

• Customer helpdesk
• Customer relationship
management
• Value added services
• Agile operations

• Customer Service
Management
• IT Business
Management
• Enterprise DevOps

Customer
Satisfaction
Score

Time to
Market

•
•
•
•

Projects & portfolio
Timecards & Release
Automated test framework
Scaled Agile Framework
(SAFe)

• IT Business
Management
• Enterprise DevOps

Supply Chain:
Safeguarding
Future

•
•
•
•

Procure to Pay automation
CMDB
OCR
Vendor performance

• IT Asset Management
• IT Operations
Management
• Vendor Risk

Operational
resiliency with
systems

•
•
•
•

Event correlation
Automated IT operations
IT Security
AI & ML

High
performance
off-shoring
strategy

Finance and
Liquidity

• Application portfolio
• Financial modelling
• Investment funding

•
•
•
•

IT Service Management
Digital NOC & SOC
Enterprise DevOps
Operational
Intelligence

• Financial Operations
Management
• Application Portfolio
Management

Compliance
score

Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
Business Service
Health

Capital & resource
optimization
Centralized
Cost Modelling
& better
Governance
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Outcome focused

Global IT Research, Advisory and Services
Organization

“

Partner of choice for
Modern Enterprises in
Digital Transformation journey..

Enterprise
Service
Management

Infrastructure
Monitoring

DevOps

”

GRC & IT
Security

Highest CSAT among all
Global Elite partners
Advisory

Implementation

Support

Upgrades

Managed
Services

Professional
Services

India, Singapore and USA
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